
 
 

Vol. XII, No. 1                                                  “Ever But In Times Of Need At Hand”                                              January 2004 
 

 
Greetings from the Trayn’d Bandes of London, a federation of living history groups for the period 1585-

1645, distinguished by their pursuit of both civilian and military activities, cultivation of first-person interpretation, 
and fanatical devotion to historically accurate mayhem. 

The constituent groups are Gardener’s Companie (centered in Virginia-Maryland), the Tabard Inn Society 
(centered in Ontario), and the Westminster Trayn’d Bandes (centered in Texas). 
 The FDBQ at present time is published bi-annually by Gardiner’s Companie. 

 
 

CALENDAR 
 
 
24 January 2004 - Yule at Charlottesville, VA.  Site is UVA, Pavilion 8.  Potluck.  Coordinate dishes, serving ware 
with Sandy Toscano, (410) 515-9230. 
   
19-21 March 2004 - Military Through the Ages, Jamestown, VA.  POC Jeff Morgan. 
   
22-25 April 2004 - Mousehole, Arvonia, VA. Theme: St. George's Day celebration; POC to be determined.   
   
15 May 2004 – Landing Day, Jamestown, VA. POC Greg Glewwe; 301-698-1269; glewweg@adelphia.net 
 
29-31 May 2004 - Sapphire Joust - There was some talk about doing something at this event.   
   
3-5 July 2004 - Armada - Tubing down the James River providing the river cooperates, Workshops at the farm in 
Arvonia. 
   
6-22 August 2004 - Pennsic.   
 

 
Note from the Departing President 

of Gardiners Companie 
 
As you are aware, the Companie is resetting the year back to 1584.  With this different time frame before us, several 
of us decided it was a good time to make some changes among the officers of the group.  Starting at Yule, Robert 
Mellin will serve as President.  I will take the Treasury from Isobel/ Laura Mellin, who will go on to become our 
Education Officer.  Jeff Morgan will take up military responsibilities.  Diane Glewwe will continue publishing the 
FDBQ. 
 
I think this change over combined with the resetting of the year will help renew interest among some of the long 
term members and maybe get some new folks interested.   
 
Sandy/Mistress Hamilton 
 
Note from the editor: 
In this issue are two excellent clothing articles. The late period article I failed to include in the summer issue, but 
included it here so people can compare note with the 1580s article. I apologize for the mistake and appreciate the 
time taken in preparing these submissions.  
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Late Period Outerwear 
By Cathy Snell/Mistress Kate Maunsel 

The definitions presented below are an attempt to describe and classify the different types of outerwear used in the 
second half of the 16th century. 

None of the definitions are absolute. Many are derived from very little information such as a single reference in a 
will from the period. Those we have more information for cannot be easily classified as a particular style and may 
have evolved from or into other garments. 

Another consideration is the intended use of these garments. Some are clearly meant for travel or use in foul 
weather. Others were likely worn as house coats for extra warmth in-doors and may have been covered with 
additional garments for outside use. Garments intended to be worn at court would have been highly decorated while 
those meant for a humbler use would be more utilitarian.

 

Cassock (Dutch cloak, cassack, casaque, ropilla) – A commonly used term, possibly interchangeable with the terms 
coat and cloak, and often with military connotations. As this term had been in common use since the beginning of 
the 16th century, there are a few different forms of this garment. (Cunnington, 16C, p 109, 172; Mellin) 

 
  

Herreruelo cloak and cassock of cloth. Pattern 
from Juan de Alcega’s Tailor’s Pattern Book, 
1589. From the commentary in the Alcega 
reprint, the herreruelo cloak seems to have 
referred to a short cloak with a standing 
collar. (Alcega, p29) 

A portion of the Lant Roll 
engraving of Sir Phillip Sydney’s 
funeral (1586). Text 
accompanying the roll identifies 
the soldiers as wearing black 
cassocks. (Tincey, p 32) 

Seaman from Habiti 
Antichi e Moderni 
by Cesare Vecelli, 
1600. (Tincey, p 22) 

 
The first form closely resembles the Dutch cloak and likely derived from this style. This form of cassock is cut 
loosely in the body, but probably not from a circle (as with a cloak) and generally had sleeves, though these could be 
false. The second form, as shown by Alcega in his ropilla pattern, is hip length and fitted in the body. The skirting is 
cut partially in one with the body of the garment and this form is similar to a jacket or juppe. (Alcega, pp 26-30; 
Mellin) 

Cloak – A garment cut from ¾ of a circle or more, flaring out from the shoulders. Often highly decorated, it was 
worn to the ankle, waist or fork. The longer length was more popular for travel. Variations include sleeves, a tall 
standing collar, a turned down collar or no collar. Sometimes seen with a tippet. (Cunnington, 16C, pp 109-110, 
171; Arnold, POF, pp 5, 35-37)  
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Sleeved cloak with standing 
collar from The Three Coligny’s 
by Max Duval (Cunnington, 16C, 
p104) 

Engraving of Spanish rider from 
Diversarum gentium Armatura 
Equestris by Abraham de Bruyn, 
1577. (Arnold, POF, p 37) 

An English Nobleman from Diversarum 
Gentium Armatura Equestris by de Bruyn, 
1577. Note the tippets on the 
cloak.(Arnold, POF, p 36) 

 
“They have clokes there also in nothing different from the rest, of dyverse and sundry colors, white, red, tawnie, 
black, greene, yellowe, russet, purple, violet, and infynite other colors: some of cloth, silk, velvet, taffetie, and such 
like, wherof some be of the Spanish, French & Dutch fashion: Some short, scarcely reaching to the gyrdlestead, or 
waist, some to the knee, and othersome trayling uppon the ground (almost) liker gownes than clokes. Then are thei 
garded with Velvette gardes, or els laced with costly lace, either of golde, silver, or at leaste of silke three or fower 
fingers broad doune the back, about the skirts, and every where els. And now of late they use to garde their clokes 
rounde about the skirtes with bables, I should saie Bugles, and other kinde of glasse, and all to shine to the eye. 
Besides al this, thei are so faced, and withal so lined as the inner side standeth almost in as much as the outside: 
some have sleeves, othersome have none; some have hoodes to pull over the head, some have none; some are 
hanged with points and tassels of gold, silver, or silk withal, some without al this. But how soever it be, the day hath 
been when one might have bought him two clokes for lesse than now he can have one of these clokes made for, they 
have such store of workmanship bestowed uppon them.”  
1585. Stubbes, Anatomie of Abuses. 

• Dutch cloak – Sometimes difficult to distinguish from a cassock, the Dutch cloak was short (waist or fork 
length) with full sleeves. 

• French cloak – Typically worn long to the ankles or below the knees. Often decoratively lined and worn 
over the left shoulder, it sometimes included a shoulder cape to the elbows. 

• Spanish cloak or cape – Known for its stiffened and often highly decorated hood, the Spanish cloak was 
worn hip or waist length. 

Coat (cote) – A general term for an outer garment, possibly interchangeable with the term cassock. 
“Their Coates and Jerkins, as they be diverse in colors, so be they diverse in fashions; for some be made with colors, 
some without, some close to the bodie, some loose, covering the whole body downe to the theighe, like baggs or 
sacks that weare drawen over them, hidinge the dimensions and proportions of the body: some are buttened down 
the brest, some under the arm, and some downe the back; some with flappes over the brest, some without, some with 
great sleeves, some with small, and some with non at all; some pleated and crested behind, and curiously gathered; 
some not so; & how many days so many sortes of apparell some one man will have, and thinketh it good provision 
in faire weather to lay up against a storme.”  
1585. Stubbes, Anatomie of Abuses.  

 

A tailor from The Book of Trades. This coat with short sleeves is an interesting variation. (Amman, p 
53) 

Frock – Mentioned in inventories and wills, the frock was probably a loose gown, but no firm descriptions remain. 
Usually worn by women. (Cunnington, 16C, p 172) 

Gabardine – A long loose overcoat to be worn with or without a girdle. It was used most often as a horseman’s coat 
and was worn with wide sleeves. It is also mentioned as a women’s garment. (Cunnington, 16C, p 109, 172)  
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Drawing from a brass of John and Susan Selwyn, from Walton-on Thames church. 1587. Her loose 
gown might be a frock or gabardine. He wears a loose coat or cassock. (Cunnington, 16C, p 147) 

Gown – For men, the gown was largely professional or ceremonial. It remained broad shouldered and loosely fit 
with generous folds after the fashion of the first half of the century. Often worn to the knee or ankle, it had varying 
styles of neckline and was usually worn open in front. For women, it was often referred to as a loose gown and was 
worn floor or ankle length and without the emphasis on broad shoulders. (Cunnington, 16C, pp 101-102; Arnold, 
POF, pp 6-11, 38, 43-50) 

Jacket – The predecessor to the jacket shaped at the waist with gussets popular in the early 17th century, the 16th 
century jacket started as a male fashion. It was form fitting without gussets, waist length and with or without 
sleeves. It was adapted as a female fashion around 1570. (Arnold, QEWU, pp 143-144)  

 

Embroidered jacket without gussets. It is likely that this garment was worn as a house coat against 
chill and not out in foul weather. 1590-1600. V&A Museum (Arnold, QEWU, p 144) 

Jerkin (base-coat) – Generally following the cut and fashion of the doublet, the jerkin was worn over the doublet for 
additional warmth. Sometimes worn partially or fully open in front to display the doublet, the jerkin was usually 
sleeveless, but could have short sleeves or elaborate wings at the shoulder. If a jerkin had matching full sleeves, they 
would be tied to the armhole of the doublet beneath or to the jerkin. Thus a doublet described as ‘made jerkenwise’, 
probably refers to a doublet with detachable sleeves. See also Stubbes quote under Coat. (Cunnington, 16C, pp 94-
99; Arnold, QEWU, pp 142-144) 

Juppe – A coat commonly worn by women and with a safeguard. It seems to have replaced Dutch cloaks in this use 
and was probably a loose form of the doublet. The juppe appears to have derived from the “gaskyn coate”, a riding 
coat of military origins in Gascony. It may be an alternate name for the cassock. (Arnold, QEWU, p 142)  

 

A noble woman from de Bruyn’s Omnium Poene Gentium Habitus, 1581. She wears a mask on her face. 
(Arnold, QEWU, p 202) 

Mandilion – A loose hip length coat open at the sides and with sleeves. Originally a military garment, the mandilion 
buttoned from neck to chest and was put on over the head. It was frequently worn ‘collie-westonward’ or turned 
sideways with the sleeves hanging front and back. (Cunnington, 16C, pp 107-109)  

 

Mandilion worn Colley-Westonwards from a portrait or Sir Phillip Sidney. 1585-90. (Cunnington, 
16C, p108) 

Mantle (lapmantle, bernia, sbernia) – A square blanket, rug or cloth put over a woman’s knees for warmth or worn 
draped around the body and attached at one shoulder. (Arnold, Costume; Cunnington, 16C, p 171)  
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A Genoese lady (left) and a lady of Avignon (right) from Degli Antichi et Moderni, by Cesare 
Vecellio, 1590. Both wear a ‘sbernia’, one draped as a mantle, and one similar to a loose gown. 
(Arnold, Costume, p 62) 

Safeguard – A skirt used when riding to protect the skirts below from dirt. One description mentions strings 
attached to it which may have been tied around the foot or stirrup to hold the skirts in place when mounted. 
(Cunnington, 16C, p 171; Arnold, QEWU, pp 141-142) 
“A kind of array or attire reaching from the navill downe to the feete” 1585. Higgins, The Nomenclator, or 
Remembrancer of Adrianus Junius. 

Shamew – A loose coat worn open. (Cunnington, 16C, p 110) 

Tippet – A short shoulder cape worn with a cloak or gown. (Cunnington, 16C, p 107) 

Sources 
1. Alcega, Juan de, Tailor’s Pattern Book 1589, facsimile by Costume & Fashion Press, New York, NY, 1999. 
2. Amman, Jost and Sacks, Hans, The Book of Trades, facsimile by Dover Publications, New York, NY, 1973. 
3. Arnold, Janet, Patterns of Fashion: The Cut and Construction of Clothes for Men and Women c1560-1620, 
Macmillan General Books, London, EN, 1985. (POF) 
4. Arnold, Janet, Queen Elizabeth’s Wardobe Unlock’d, W.S. Maney & Sons Ltd, Leeds, EN, 1988. (QEWU) 
5. Arnold, Janet, "Jane Lambarde's Mantle" in Costume, London, #14, 1980, pp 56 - 72. (Costume) 
6. Cunnington, C. Willett & Phillis, Handbook of English Costume in the Seventeenth Century, Faber and Faber 
Limited, London, EN, 1966. (17C) 
7. Cunnington, C. Willett & Phillis, Handbook of English Costume in the Sixteenth Century, Faber and Faber 
Limited, London, EN, 1954. (16C) 
8. Mellin, Laura, “The Evolution of the Military Cassock in Elizabethan England” in The Fencer’s, Dancer’s and 
Bearbaiter’s Quarterly Ten Year Anniversary Edition, Trayn’d Bandes of London Publication #8, 2002, pp 57 – 59. 
9. Stubbes, Phillip, Anatomie of Abuses, 1583. Excerpts available on-line. 
10. Tincey, John, The Armada Campaign 1588, Osprey (an imprint of Reed Consumer Books, Ltd.), London, EN, 
1988

 

 
                           Hampton Court Palace                                                     Photo: G. Glewwe 
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Next Big Thing Project 
By Robert Mellin/Master Robert Bedingfield 

 
The next major project at the farm this coming year will be the construction of a small cottage.  The cottage will be 
10 X 15, and similar to the small houses at Jamestown Settlement.  We plan to site it under the Walnut tree to the 
northwest of the house at the edge of the fighting area.  This will allow it to be used for skirmishing, as well as 
storage and possibly crash space.  Placed under the tree, it will also give a greater period look to the green.   
 
In addition to its use as a structure to fight in/around and a place to stay, the cottage also offers us a test run of the 
materials and techniques we'll use to build the tavern in a few years.  The cottage will be timber framed, with wattle 
and daub walls.  As those of you who have been to J'town know, traditional wattle and daub requires yearly 
maintenance.  While this wouldn't be too difficult on a small cottage, it would be a major project every year for the 
tavern.  As such, we had decided to cheat (just a little!) and use modern concrete infill for the walls.  Properly 
whitewashed, it should give the appearance of daub, without the yearly patching and re-pointing.  This is the same 
system currently used in period houses in England.  Inside, the cottage would have mostly whitewashed walls, 
minimal furniture, a fire hood with timber frame chimney, and probably just a clay floor.         
 
One area still under discussion is how to cover the roof.  The most period material would be thatch.  That's still a 
possibility, but it would have to be contracted out and the cost could be prohibitive.  Other period materials would 
be slate, or tiles (wood shakes were not used on Elizabethan house roofs, although there is some evidence they were 
used on animal shelters and lean-tos).  Slate is already on the farmhouse and is available and cheap in the area.  The 
biggest drawback is those big ass walnuts that slam down from the tree in the fall.  We would expect to lose some 
slates every year and replacing them in a period way is time-consuming. 
 
While in England last month, Laura and I went to the Weald and Downland Museum in Sussex.  It is a preserve for 
old buildings, mostly timber frames, with examples of houses and structures from the 13th  thru the 19th century.  
Many of the structures had terracotta tiles as roofing material (think of them as flat bricks).  These were used on 
homes and other residential structures in period in some areas including the one south of London.  While they can 
break, they are not as fragile as thin slate tiles.  They can also be found now, at a greater cost (we think) than slate.  
The suggestion a while ago that we experiment with brickmaking was met with resounding cricket noise.  Perhaps a 
small scale operation to make flat roof tiles will find some support. [chirp...chirp...chirp] . 
 
Construction requires we cut down several trees and turn them into beams.  The experiment with the sawmill last 
year shows it can be done.  We have purchased plans to build a frame for the saw, which should speed up the cutting 
of the timbers.  Depending on how quickly the frame can be made, we could have timbers to work on by Mousehole, 
although summer seems more likely.  Once the timbers are cut and prepared, we'll pick a good weekend to schedule 
an erection [Go ahead...laugh].  Tom, Harv and Robert have been working on period tools and woodworking 
equipment so that some work can happen during musters.  Much of the cutting and mortising will be done at other 
times with power tools. 
 
We encourage anyone who's interested in timber framing to assist and will, of course, welcome all help with this 
project.  Particularly from those who expect to sleep in the cottage. ;-)  
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                                                      The New Governor’s Cottage, Jamestown Settlement 
 
A Successful Foods and Feasts in Jamestown Settlement 2003 
 
Eleven members of the Companie were volunteers at the 2003 Foods and Feast Event at Jamestown Settlement, 
Virginia. The weather was even supportive of everyone’s efforts. Rain did not occur until after folks were packed up 
to leave Friday evening. 
 
 
 

 
New building being constructed on site 
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Hoisting the hog for butchering                                           Photos D. Glewwe 

 

There is a lot happening at the settlement with many new plans being prepared for the 400 year anniversary. Anyone 
interested in more information about volunteering contact Jeff Morgan (ljmorgan@adelphia.net) or Greg Glewwe 
(glewweg@adelphia.net). 
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Clothes in 1580s London: Apprentice,  
Servant, Tradesman, and Housewife 

By Laura Mellin/Mistress Isobel Bedingfield 
 

 London in the early 1580s was an exciting place to live and work. Immigration from the continent and 
other parts of England was at an all-time high – the population of London doubled in size between 1520 and 1590, 
and the population of London in 1587 was 100,000 souls. In 1584, Sir Walter Raleigh started the Roanoke colony, 
and plants and animals from the New World were a source of wonder and talk all over London. People were still 
excited from Sir Francis Drake’s circumnavigation of the world in 1577 – the first Englishman to do so. In 1580 
Elizabeth was excommunicated by Rome, and the “New Religion” was firmly established, though fears of a 
Catholic uprising by Queen Mary of Scots’ supporters were never completely suppressed. Even as Mary languished 
in the Tower of London, a failed assassination attempt on Elizabeth in 1583 caused further unease. Still, at the 
beginning of 1584, the English were hopeful of a bright future. Money was coming in from privateer plundering, 
Elizabeth had turned away from Spain to support the Dutch Protestants chafing under Catholic rule in Holland, and 
London offered the kind of social mobility that allowed a servant to become a gentleman if he played his cards right 
– Raleigh, a country boy, had become Elizabeth’s new favourite after his success in Ireland. 
 While clothes for the lower classes were never as fashionable as Court clothes, all the residents of London 
were well aware of the changes in fashion throughout Elizabeth’s reign. The second-hand clothing shops provided a 
constant source of clothes only slightly behind the leading edge of style for those who could afford it, and bequests 
of last year’s clothing to servants were not uncommon. Londoners, even those of humble occupation, prided 
themselves on their appearance, and while they may not have been able to afford the newest or most elaborate styles, 
they carefully updated their own clothes to reflect the new silhouette or decoration. Records and contemporary 
pieces of clothing document the changes made; if they could not afford new pieces, existing ones could be altered. 
 In the early 1580s, the Spanish and French influence on fashion was still very apparent in London; the 
female silhouette was narrow, borne out by a French farthingale or skirts, and the fashionable male silhouette was 
narrow-waisted, with high padded trunkhose and long legs. Coats (gowns) were extremely common for both men 
and women. 
 This list is a breakdown, by gender, of the common clothes of the early 1580s, documented from depictions 
of the period of both upper and lower class people. The illustrations for this article were drawn from the pictures “A 
Fete at Bermondsey” by Georges Hoefnagel (c. 1576), an untitled Tudor manuscript picture of a tournament (c. 
1570-80) now in the College of Arms in London, and the “Civitates Orbis Terrarum” (c. 1585). The clothes 
described here are city clothes, especially the men’s. There was a strong distinction between country people and city 
people, and the city people considered themselves far superior. Country men were easily identified by their working 
clothes – a heavy linen or wool smock (sometimes worn over a shirt, sometimes worn alone), and trousers, heavy 
shoes and wool hose. 
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A Fete at Bermondsey (detail). The man on the left is wearing a cassock over his doublet. Two of the women have 
open shifts; the one in the middle wears a partlet over a low-necked shift, and her bodies fasten in front with hooks 
and eyes. Note the variety of hat styles. 
 
Women 
 
Shifts (underclothes): all women wore some kind of linen shift. There were two styles – low square neck, gathered 
into a band (no drawstring), or high-necked with a ruffle, like a man’s shirt. The low-necked shift would be worn 
with a high-necked partlet. Both partlet and high-necked shift were most commonly fastened with string ties, and 
were often worn open. 
 
Skirts (called petticoats): The wheel farthingale and large bumrolls are not yet common – the French bell farthingale 
or multiple petticoats with a very small roll created a narrow silhouette. Gowns in the French mode could have the 
petticoat attached to the bodies. Cartridge pleating is still the most popular pleating style. Petticoats should be 
decorated with bands of trim (called guards). 
 
Bodies: Stiffened with whalebone, reed, or buckram linen. The fastenings at this time seem to be either laces or 
hooks and eyes in the front; lacing in the back. Buttons are not documentable on low-front bodies in 1580. The 
neckline is still quite wide and square, and the pointed front not exaggerated on working class clothes. 
 
Doublets: Doublets on women don’t seem to change much throughout the Elizabethan era – the square doublet (high 
back, low front like a pair of bodies) is fashionable, but doesn’t appear to be buttoned, instead fastened with hooks 
and eyes. One of the big fashions was to have large padded sleeve caps on the doublets – many contemporary 
paintings and drawings show this style. 
 

 
Civitates Orbis Terrarum – The English Method of Selling Pike (detail). Both women are wearing gowns tied with 
aprons. They both have coifs – the one on the right is tied, and the one on the left is loose. They have doublets or 
bodies on underneath their gowns – the sleeves can be seen under the half-sleeves of the gown. They both have 
unstarched ruffles in their shifts.
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Sleeves: Sleeves are most often narrow and fitted, for both men and women, and the favourite style seems to cut the 
sleeve in two pieces that curve to accommodate the bend at the elbow. This cut works extremely well for tight heavy 
fabrics. 
 
Aprons: Almost all working women (i.e., everyone below Peerage class) wore aprons every day, to protect their 
clothes. I can find no verifiable pictures of coloured aprons, just bleached and unbleached linen. 
 
Coats (called gowns): Both men and women wore gowns, but women’s gowns seem primarily short-sleeved. As far 
as I can tell from pictorial evidence, almost everyone wore some sort of gown when outside. Omen wore their 
aprons or a belt over their gowns. 
 
Hats: Women always wore either a tied coif (often with a triangular forehead cloth to protect the front of the head) 
or a linen headwrap; in addition, they wore tall hats, little tiny hats pined to their heads, and (rarely – and apparently 
sometimes as part of servant’s livery) flat caps. The most popular style of hat in the 1580s appears to be the 
“Spanish” toque – a soft crowned hat gathered into a stiffened brim, trimmed with ribbon or braid. In summer, straw 
hats were popular when outside. 
 
Scarves: Women would often wear a square linen scarf pinned about their shoulders as added protection from the 
weather, sometimes adding a chin cloth (called a “clout’) to protect their faces while traveling. 
 
Men 
 
Shirt: Men wore a high-necked linen shirt with a ruffle at the neck. The main difference between men’s and 
women’s shirts seems to be that women’s, in addition to being longer, has a gore added at each side seam for extra 
width. 
 
Trousers: The most popular style for men in the 1580s appears to be padded trunkhose, worn high with long canions. 
Picture after picture shows men in this style. Venetians were also worn, and were popular with the French. In 580, 
however, the Dutch breeches are still not popular except amonf sailors, who wore them uncuffed at the knee. Paned 
(slashed) trunkhose are shown a lot. Points are used to keep the trousers attached to the doublet, but they are not 
visible from the outside. 
 
Doublets: The desire for a manly chest and a narrow waist popularized the peasecod doublet in the 1580s, but most 
men did not wear a very extreme form of this style, contenting themselves with slightly padded doublets. The 
bottom of the doublet sits at the natural waistline. Sleeves are the same as women’s – narrow and cut to fit the arm. 
 
Gowns: Men’s gowns almost always had long hanging sleeves, and never had half-sleeves. Fur lining was popular, 
and gowns were often worn open to show off the clothes underneath. Women wore gowns more than men, but they 
are common for both genders. 
 
Hats: Men wore felted wool flat caps, with the brims cut and decorated, Spanish toques, blocked felt hats, and coifs 
(academics in particular wore coifs). Labourers wore straw hats in summer, as did sailors. 
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Tudor Manuscript (detail). The man on the left is probably a Bandesman or soldier; the weapons and the buckler on 
his back indicate his military status. He wears a cassock. The man in the middle is wearing a hooded cloak, and the 
man on the right is wearing a Dutch cloak. The woman is wearing a belted gown. 
 
Cassacks: What we currently think of as a Cassack was known as a ‘Dutch Cloak’ in the 1580s. The term ‘cassack’ 
referred to the Spanish loose doublet with long peplums that many of the Trayn’d Bandes still wore. This loose 
doublet bore a passing resemblance to the earlier Tudor doublets, and older men often wore some form of this 
doublet (The late 1570s portrait of Sir Thomas Gresham by Antonio Moro shows him in a long-skirted black satin 
doublet that looks very like a Spanish cassack). Dutch cloaks were known and worn by both men and women; they 
just weren’t called cassacks until later. 
 
Shoes and Hose: Both men and women wore cutout shoes and ‘Tudor’ slippers; shoes were low-heeled. Bias-cut 
linen and wool hose, rather than knitted, was common, and the usual colour was white, though other colours were 
worn (an unverified source claims that apprentices wore yellow stockings to proclaim their single status, and there 
are examples of women in different colours of hose, including black). 
 
Ruffs/falling bands: Starched ruffs were not worn by most people; the labour required to starch and set ruffs meant 
that they would be worn for best, not every day, and most pictures show unstarched ruffles attached to the shirts and 
partlets of common men and women. Falling bands were worn, and military men would sometimes wear just a band 
and their doublet if they had been in the field without laundry facilities for a while. No man would wear a doublet 
without some kind of linen band, ruffle, or ruff to protect his doublet from the skin oils and dirt on his neck. 
 
Hair 
 
Working women almost always covered their hair with a coif, but sometimes would frizz out the front to emulate the 
hairstyles of the Court. While most women (barring illness) would probably have waist-length hair or longer, it was 
always worn coiled up on the head and sewn into place with linen thread or ribbon. This style could stay in for 
several days once it was set (Elizabethans slept sitting up, so it would not be uncomfortable to sleep with this 
hairstyle). 
 
Men usually wore their hair short, and even if it were longer, it would always be tied back, with curls arranged 
around the face. Facial hair was always neat, and often trimmed into a small goatee. Moustaches without beards do 
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not appear to have been at all popular – either they had a beard and mustache, or they were clean-shaven. A popular 
style for longer beards was to divide the ends in two, and style them separately, probably with wax. 
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A Grenadier in London 
By Russell Decastrogrene/Master Stumpy 

 
Wandering through the British Museum, I was stunned to discover an Elizabethan grenade launcher.  It was 
astoundingly beautiful with lovely horn inlay.  I took an entire roll of film and also drew out detail in a notebook in 
case the pictures failed.  An engineering marvel, it had both wheel lock and matchlock mechanisms, presumably for 
greater reliability.  
 
The placard contained the following information: 
 
Combined wheel lock and matchlock hand-mortar 
The stock inlaid with engraved stag horn Nuremberg mark and makers mark G.H. over a pierced heart on lock plate, 
about 1590.  One of few surviving grenade launchers of the late 16th century.  
Burges Bequest MLA 1881, 8-2, 135. 
 

 
 
 
The inlay along the side included a dragon, a grenadier posing, and a grenadier working his hand up the dress of a 
lady sitting on his lap (my favorite).  The butt plate showed a halberdier posing. 
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At the Elizabeth exhibit in Greenwich, there were excellent examples of documents personally written by Elizabeth 
(her penmanship was best on the letter where she was pleading for her life in the Seymor scandal).  The best part of 
the exhibit, however, was an actual surviving grenade from the period that had been raised from a shipwreck.  It was 
described as: Semi-glazed earthenware, originally filled with gunpowder, spirits, and resin.  Photographs were not 
allowed within the exhibit – I was working up the nerve to take one anyway when I was escorted out. 
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